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Saffron Walden Youth Hostels 
 

Saffron Walden [Illawarra] Youth Hostel     1933 to 1939  
 
Illawarra, 52 Debden Road, Saffron Walden, Essex 

Historic County: Essex  YHA Region: London / Cambridge GR: TL 537379 
 
Saffron Walden’s first youth hostel was at Illawarra, a large Victorian house on Debden Road, almost opposite Station 
Road. It was opened in 1933, the third operating year of the Youth Hostels Association, by the London Region, before 
the formation of the Cambridge and East Anglian Regions the following year, at which time it passed to Cambridge, 
rather out of expediency than accuracy. Annual reports described it as popular and comfortable.  
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1: a rare postcard of Saffron Walden’s first youth hostel; 2: extract from the regional guide of 1935 (author’s collection) 

 
The nature of the tenure and the reason for its closure on the 18th March 1939 are not recorded, but it may have been 
an adopted hostel run on behalf of the YHA, like other local examples. Use was only modest, typical of an area where 
hostels were set up to cater principally for members from the London Region to make occasional forays, before tourism 
was greatly developed here. 133 bednights were recorded in the final statistical year; these may even have represented 
stays between October and December 1938, as the hostel did not appear in the 1939 handbook. 
 
After YHA use the house became the Rural Council Offices, but has since been demolished. On the site today sits an 
apartment block. 
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Saffron Walden [Myddylton Place] Youth Hostel     1942 to 2011  
 
1 Myddylton Place, Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 1BB 

Historic County: Essex  YHA Region:  
Cambridge, Eastern, Central 

GR: TL 535386 

 
After a gap of two or three years the YHA found new premises in the town, opening them in August 1942. The 
property that centred on 1 Myddylton Place was a collection of distinguished though dilapidated half-timbered, 
wattle, brick and weather-board dwellings, generally of great age, the oldest inhabited houses in the town. It stood on 
the corner of Myddylton Place and Bridge Street, a merchant’s house dating back to the late 15th century, but at the 
core even older. To the left of this was a barn of superior design, converted to maltings use by 1731. The curious roof 
hoist dates from this period. Other buildings in the complex extended down Bridge Street, where ancient timber-
framed cottages featured two medieval shop windows and a closed doorway. All enclosed a quadrangle accessed by a 
wagon entrance. The earliest recorded history of the house is that George Gibson (1731-1808), a retired grocer, lived 
there. His son was a brewer and also founded the local bank, later absorbed by Barclays. His granddaughter married a 
Fry, and the maltings were used as an early Friends’ Meeting House. In 1942 the buildings were rescued by the Society 
for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, perhaps just in time, to be leased through the National Trust to the YHA, 
who in the 1930s had proved themselves worthy custodians of venerable but vulnerable buildings such as Ilam Hall, 
Hartington Hall and Wilderhope Manor in an age when legion numbers of them were threatened with neglect and 
demolition and when the upkeep of ancient buildings was a far less sophisticated matter. 
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Above and on the next 2 pages are 12 significant photographs of the Myddylton Place and Bridge Street properties, donated by 
AD Chapman. The caption to the photographs is incomplete, but indicates that the date is July 194? [blank]. The lack of any 

YHA signage strongly suggest that the buildings are just pre-YHA. Though some of the curtained windows imply occupation, the 
buildings, especially, the outbuildings, are in poor to dilapidated repair. Pre-YHA photographs 1-3: the Myddylton Place structure 
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Further pre-YHA photographs. 4-7: – Bridge Street. The wagon way entrance is clearly visible. 

8: the wagon way interior; 9: an outbuilding behind the main barn (described in the 1957 article below  
as the demolished maltings, ‘a mere stripling of 150 summers’);  

10: at right angles to that, in a composite 3-part photograph, the old stable block, also to be demolished in the following decade 
(from laminated photographs gifted to the YHA Archive by J&T Chapman) 
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Further pre-YHA photographs. 11: from the courtyard – the little structure might well have represented  

the early hostel sanitary arrangement, ‘such as there was of it to be seen at all’; 
12: the red-brick building, seen much refurbished in the mayoral setting on the next page   

 
The later stages of the war proved a busy time for the Association, despite the frequent uncertainties and constant 
hiatus of sudden closures and requisitions, especially in the sensitive seaboard counties of the south and east. Saffron 
Walden hostel was spared, however, and a notable figure of over 3,000 overnights was registered in 1944.  
 
Throughout the 1940s YHA struggled to cope with adapting a dignified but unrefurbished building to use by over 
2,000 guests a year. The 1950 annual report described how for a long time this hostel had been a source of worry 
because of failing condition, but YHA had now converted the lease to a freehold purchase, with the aid of a Ministry 
of Education grant. Purchase of an ancient property from the National Trust was uncommon, and perhaps indicated 
the extent of the dilapidation. 
 

 
An early YHA-issue postcard of the second Saffron Walden youth hostel, popular with cyclists, who are just passing  

into Bridge Street. Myddylton Place extends past the maltings building, while the ancient merchant’s house sits  
proudly on the corner. Many features of the property suggest great former wealth. The photograph is dated  

by the presence of the slender chimney, shortened in the 1950s (author’s collection).  
 
The deeds passed to the YHA Trust on 31st October 1950 as 1 Myddylton Place and 1 and 3 Bridge Street. They 
provide the first found reference to the Bridge Street addresses being occupied by YHA; the lower rooms there were 
brought into use as a peak-period common room and men’s wash. Through the 1950s there was renewed concern over 
deterioration of the property, however. A decision was made to close the hostel for most of 1956 and much of 1957 
to enable the considerable rebuilding and refurbishment that had eluded it for more than a dozen years. 
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1: a typical post-war hostelling scene, with members of the Harrow and Wembley Local Group enjoying an outing; 

2: an intriguing photograph which appears to show the hostel in a state of urgent repair, though the presence of the bike 
suggests that it was in use. Perhaps this was the normal state of affairs before the refurbishment of 1956-57;  

3: Saffron Walden hostel was re-opened on Saturday 1st June 1957 after extensive rebuilding and adaptations.  
The mayor of Saffron Walden performed the opening ceremony. Also in the photograph are (left to right) Mr AH Dower  

(YHA National Chairman), Mr PJ Clarke (YHA President), the Mayoress and Mr SF Ambrose (East Anglia Regional Chairman).  
Photograph by RE Taylor, former YHA Regional Secretary. 

This picture depicts the rear of 1 Myddylton Place, showing the (new) large windows to the warden’s kitchen and wash-up. 
(photographs YHA Archive) 
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John Parkes, YHA’s National Surveyor and largely responsible for the design and execution of the work, wrote an 
article for the Youth Hosteller Magazine of November 1957 entitled the Transformation of Saffron Walden: 

Over the last ten years, the YHA had done more than a little to refute those who claim that we neglect our 
buildings. Before the war [sic], the Misses Cartwright and Rolleson, after trying other buildings, took over a 400-
year-old half-timbered house and maltings as the hostel.  
Attached, grouped round an internal court, were other buildings: two cottages which after years of neglect were 
finally bereft by evacuees of all pretentions to be habitable; a later range of maltings built of brick, a mere stripling 
of 150 summers unable to stand the test of time like the half-timbered range adjacent, and almost derelict; and a 
stable range which can never have been very good and which was then in imminent danger of collapse. The 
sanitation, such as there was of it to be seen at all, could scarcely be believed to be such.  
Nevertheless, the old house and maltings possessed a beauty both within and without, which brought members 
from home and from abroad, and which brought them again and again to face the rigours of a stay in most primitive 
conditions.  
Something had to be done, we could not keep the hostel as it was, but could not bear to part with it. As it did not 
belong to us, we could spend nothing on it. Finally, and largely through the inspiration of Dr RE Taylor, then 
Secretary of the Region, the YHA did buy the property and the long slow tale of its restoration started. Plans were 
drawn, discussed ad nauseam, revised in detail and in general, torn up. They were drawn anew, estimates obtained 
and the scheme abandoned. The roof almost fell in and was renewed while the discussion raged below. Wardens 
came, gave up the struggle and departed. Yet another, yet more simple scheme was prepared and the National 
Executive was in a tight-fisted mood. Other bodies were approached, the Pilgrim Trust and the Historic Buildings 
Council responded generously. And then the approvals. It seemed that every authority, both voluntary and 
statutory, in the kingdom had its eye on 1 Myddylton Place. They sent emissaries, charming cultivated gentlemen, 
all of whom had strong views on the restoration of old buildings. Life would have been easier for those in charge 
had these views coincided.  
At last, in October 1955, the work, and the real trouble, started. Demolition of the maltings and stable was easy, 
too easy. Too much fell down. If they did not fall down, bricks could be taken apart by hand – it seems that builders 
in those days saved money on lime by using chaff in the mortar. Walls intended to be kept had to be re-built. The 
death-watch beetle had removed the inside of substantial seeming posts; foundations were remarkable for their 
absence.  
We were fortunate in the resource and ingenuity of Mr Faircloth, the builder. In his hands roofs (by local 
estimation) were hung from the sky while the fabric was renewed beneath them; walls falling into the street were 
winched back into a semblance of perpendicularity, and foundations were built while the Grace of God held the 
building over them.  
Joe the Carpenter took up residence. He sawed and hammered, tenoned and dowelled. Joe the Joiner – to all 
appearances the same man – sawed and planed, drilled and screwed. He lit the boiler and stoked it lovingly but it 
was tipped out, so he waited for the new one and lit that daily. No stripling when he started, he is said to be still 
there, with great hopes of passing his declining years ‘just fixing that winder’.  
The time came when everybody’s patience was exhausted for the tenth time – save only that of Mrs Fakley, the 
warden, who never got ruffled at all. A date was fixed, men swarmed through the buildings, fixtures, fittings, paint 
and polish seemed (to the uninitiated) to rain from heaven, excitement rose to fever pitch, nerves frayed, blood 
pressures rose and came the day when, on a sunny afternoon in June, the Mayor of Saffron Walden welcomed our 
hostel back into the ranks of respectable buildings in the town, a hostel new made within to serve our members, 
restored without to give pleasure to all who pass.  

 
In 1960, YHA organiser Herbert Gatliff could hardly contain his enthusiasm:  

We do not do full justice to the extraordinary beauty and character of this hostel. The main street front was always 
good, though it is now even better. But the once-derelict cottages below and the inside courtyard and simple 
garden, seen as one enters through the wagon-door, are now a joy in every detail. Inside, the hostel is bright and 
colourful and, used in our simple way, keeps far better the flavour of the past than it could as an ordinary house 
full of armchairs and carpets. Best of all, perhaps, is the view from the windows in the great open-roofed men’s 
dormitory over the mellow red-tiled roofs at the bottom of the courtyard to the hill beyond with its small green 
fields and hedgerow trees.  
There are many more lovely views from hostel doors and windows than we realize, but this is one of the best of all. 
I would rank it at least equal with that of Borrowdale from the door of Grange, or the track athwart the heather 
slope of the valley seen from Wheeldale, or the sea framed between the cliff walls at Boggle Hole; perhaps above 
them all, for this is the cosy farm-landscape framing the little town that is the unique beauty of England.  
This hostel is worth every penny of the considerable amount (over and above welcome help from the Historic 
Buildings Council and the Pilgrim Trust) that the YHA spent on it. It is one of our greatest achievements, and it 
is now our job to see that it is fully enjoyed and appreciated by many members as it was by those whom I met there 
on a bright evening at Whitsun. 
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Pat Packham was on a cycling tour of East Anglia in July 1961 when she observed at Saffron Walden the sort of 
cultural surprise that a youth hostel evening could throw up: 

We were just going to bed when we heard someone singing in the common room. It was a hosteller who was a 
student at the Royal Academy. It was 11.15 before we went to bed. 

 
The youth hostel buildings were Grade 1 listed in 1972.  
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1: Saffron Walden hostel in 1968. A cast fingerpost sign directs hostellers along Bridge Street to the wagon way entrance; 

2: wardens Ben and Ella Benjamin at a typical reception window, 1980. Here various time-honoured rituals were enacted; the 
signing-in ceremony, the handing over of membership cards and presentation for inspection of the sheet sleeping bag, the 

purchase of a tin of baked beans, stew or rice pudding and of the essential Marvel powdered milk. The need for a food store  
in town hostels has long since been erased by the proliferation of fresh produce on almost every street corner into the evening, 

while military order has long ago passed into YHA’s history; 3: dining room, 1980. Note the DUH triangle sign –  
no doubt a gift from the Danish youth hostel association (photographs by G Miller, author’s collection)  

 
Every 20 years or so the rough and tumble of hostel life generally make their mark and major refurbishment is called 
for. Such a refurbishment was planned in 1984. However, by 2011 YHA was reconsidering the hostel’s future, as it 
was increasingly difficult to match the special (and expensive) demands of heritage preservation here with the needs 
of an increasingly sophisticated and demanding hostel public, all against a background of modestly diminishing trade.  
 
The buildings were accordingly put up for sale and the hostel closed on 28th June 2011. Since YHA sold the property 
it has undergone a painstaking restoration by its owners, Julia and Tony Chapman. 
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YHA-issue postcards of Saffron Walden youth hostel. 

1: by DE Twitchett; 2: by Bernard Traynor; 
3&4: sketches by unknown artists. Postcard 4 shows the cluster of houses and the wagon way on Bridge Street; 

5: a more recent colour postcard. The truncated shallow chimney will be noted. 
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Duncan Simpson, former manager of Colchester hostel, writes: 
There was a great cycling route for cyclists coming in on the ferries to Harwich, stopping at Colchester, Castle 
Hedingham, Saffron, Cambridge and then back, but as the numbers of cyclists using that route declined through 
the eighties, killed by increasing car use, the growth of visitors to London and then finally by budget airlines, the 
hostels became less and less important and gradually closed.   
 

Saffron was run by Ben Benjamin in the eighties, a long-standing hostel warden who had been around in East 
Anglia for a fair while.  He was a cockney of Jewish extraction, and was caught on Jersey when the Wehrmacht 
invaded the Channel Islands and held in pretty terrible conditions in a camp at Laufen for the war.  He was a lovely 
gentle man who loved running hostels, especially hearing the mix of languages and seeing the mix of people all 
staying together, a kind of international idealism that has now largely gone from our lives. He and his wife Ella 
were very well-liked wardens.  
 

Ben won a Dulux paints competition. The prize involved a trip to London for a glitzy ceremony that Ben found 
amusing given his simple approach to life, but afterwards the whole hostel was painted in fresh new colours. 

 

         
A variety of the popular one-inch pin badges and the hostel stamp from Saffron Walden (author’s collection) 

 
Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 

1933-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-2011: Mar to following Feb 
¶: Illawarra Hostel;   ∆: Myddylton Place Hostel 

•: closed for much of 1956 and early 1957 for rebuilding;   *: 17 month period  
          

… 1931    1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… … … open¶ open¶ 590¶ 816¶ 890¶ 1071¶ 183¶ 

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
… … 90∆ 1892∆ 3193∆ 2628∆ 2141∆ 2085∆ 2762∆ 2312∆ 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
2472∆ 2532∆ 2529∆ 2733∆ 2705∆ 2541∆ 313•∆ 1559•∆ 2521∆ 2672∆ 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
2688∆ 2877∆ 2970∆ 2994∆ 2734∆ 3579∆ 3550∆ 3491∆ 3246∆ 3327∆ 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
3726∆ 4059∆ 3331∆ 3442∆ 3621∆ 4144∆ 3753∆ 3780∆ 3760∆ 3752∆ 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
3585∆ 3080∆ 3613∆ 3151∆ 3187∆ open∆ open∆ 4102∆ open∆ 4308∆ 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
4387∆ 5200∆ 5343∆* 3719∆ 4002∆ 3767∆ 4197∆ 4686∆ 5645∆ 4449∆ 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
4520∆ 4124∆ 4713∆ 3930∆ 3978∆ 4662∆ 4361∆ 3912∆ 3164∆ 3095∆ 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
3532∆ 1587∆ … … … … … … … … 

 
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.  


